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1. Introduction

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a member of the family Flaviviridae, genus Hepacivirus, and about 200 million people worldwide are thought to be infected [1]. Some 80% of HCV-infected individuals will develop chronic hepatitis, with 10–20% eventually developing cirrhosis and 1–5% progressing to hepatocarcinoma [2]. The HCV genome is about 9,600 kb in length and encodes a single protein from an open reading frame of over 9024 nucleotides. This single polyprotein is subsequently cleaved into several structural and non-structural proteins. The structural proteins consist of the core and two envelope proteins (E1 and E2), starting from the 5’ end [1]. The ion-channel protein p7 derives from E2 cleavage [3] and is followed by the six non-structural proteins, namely, NS2, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, NS5A, and NS5B. During the replicative stage, HCV genomic RNA is transcribed into a complementary RNA strand. This “negative” strand constitutes a template for new genomic synthesis and its identification in an infected host provides convincing evidence of active viral replication [4]. Viral proteins are the result of the co- and post-translational cleavage of a single polyprotein, while host peptidases catalyze the cleavage of structural proteins. The HCV particles form a membrane-associated replication complex; after genome amplification and protein expression, progeny virions are assembled and released [5, 6].

Although HCV is primarily hepatotropic, clinically it is characterized by the emergence of several extrahepatic manifestations. In fact, after the identification of HCV as the etiologic agent of non-A, non-B chronic hepatitis and the availability in the early 1990s of a serologic test for the demonstration of IgG anti-HCV, several authors described an intriguing association between HCV infection and “essential” mixed cryoglobulinemia (MC), an immune complex-mediated vasculitis involving small vessels, with some geographic differences [7-9]. This association was subsequently confirmed by the detection of viral genome in the sera of...
cryoglobulinemic patients, with a selective concentration of viral RNA in cryoprecipitates [10, 11]. The incidence of HCV infection in MC ranges from 40 to 90% [12] whereas HCV-negative MC accounts for about 5–10% of the total cases [13].

Since B-cell clonal expansion is a hallmark of MC [14], the malignant evolution of these cells may reflect the occurrence of additional genetic accidents [15].

Here, we discuss the currently accepted pathogenetic mechanisms underlying cryoglobulinemic vasculitis and its specific clinical manifestations, the molecular events proposed to explain the potentially malignant evolution of MC, the many clinical features of the disease, and the currently available therapeutic options for the treatment of MC and B-cell NHLs.

2. Mixed cryoglobulinemia: Clinical features

Cryoglobulins are immunoglobulins (Igs) that are insoluble at low temperature (below 37°C) but redissolve after warming. In 1933, Wintrobe and Buell first described the phenomenon of cryoprecipitation in the serum of a patient with multiple myeloma [16], although the term “cryoglobulin” was introduced in 1947 by Lerner and Watson [17]. Meltzer et al., in a study of 29 patients, associated cryoglobulin production with a clinical picture characterized by a typical symptomatologic triad of purpura, weakness, and arthralgias. These patients were also observed to have increased serum levels of rheumatoid factor (RF) and/or organ dysfunction [18].

According to Brouet’s immunochemically based classification, cryoglobulins are either single (type I) or mixed (type II and III) in their composition [19]. Thus, type I cryoglobulinemia consists of a monoclonal Ig, usually of IgM or IgG isotype. IgM cryoglobulins occur in ~6% of malignant IgM paraproteinemias and IgG cryoglobulins in ~2% of all myelomas. Type I IgA cryoglobulins are rare [20]. In type II MC, which accounts for 50–60% of all cryoglobulins, there is an IgM monoclonal component, frequently consisting of light k chains, and polyclonal IgG. IgM molecules have RF activity and are thus capable of reacting with intact IgG and/or its F(ab)2 fragment [21]. In type III MC, which accounts for 30–40% of cryoglobulins, a monoclonal component is lacking. According to some authors, this type represents a transitional form that evolves into type II MC [22].

Mixed cryoglobulins are potentially present in connective tissue and autoimmune diseases and in chronic infections [23, 24]. The term “essential” defines cryoglobulinemic syndromes without an underlying identifiable etiology. It is now accepted that MC most often occurs in patients chronically infected with HCV [25], as the result of specific interactions between the virus and the host immune system [11]. Thus, while initially considered as “essential”, MC is now recognized as the most common HCV-related extrahepatic disease. It has been estimated that 40–60% of chronically HCV-infected patients produce cryoglobulins, but only 15–20% will develop the full-blown clinical features of MC [26].

The prevalence of MC shows great heterogeneity in terms of geographic distribution. The disease seems to be more common in Southern Europe and in the Mediterranean basin than
in Northern Europe and North America [27]. Although MC is considered to be a rare disorder, with an estimated prevalence of approximately of 1:100,000 (with a F:M ratio of 3:1), its true prevalence is unknown because of a failure by the treating physician to recognize the clinical symptoms such that patients are referred to several specialists and are often incorrectly diagnosed.

Cryoglobulinemic syndrome can be considered an immune-mediated systemic vasculitis preferentially affecting the small and medium-sized vessels. Although Meltzer’s symptomatologic triad of purpura, weakness, and arthralgias is considered diagnostic, the clinical spectrum of cryoglobulinemic vasculitis varies depending on the exact organ involvement.

2.1. Skin tissue

Cutaneous manifestations are the most typical clinical sign of cryoglobulinemic vasculitis; they range from palpable purpura of the lower limbs to chronic torpid cutaneous ulcers typically located in the supramalleolar regions. Usually, the clinical course of the purpura consists of recurrent flares in which the lesions spontaneously heal but leave a characteristic brown pigmentation due to residual hemosiderin deposits. Less frequently, purpura can extend from the abdomen, upper limbs, and thorax. Although small petechial lesions are typically seen on the skin, other manifestations have been described, including Raynaud’s phenomenon, livedo reticularis, urticaria, and edema. The cutaneous involvement is often complicated by the occurrence of chronic leg ulcers with little or no tendency to heal and which spontaneously cause pain and severe discomfort to the patient (Figure 1) [28].

The histopathologic features of palpable purpura include a non-specific inflammatory infiltrate involving the small vessels (leukocytoclastic vasculitis), sometimes with a mononuclear cells infiltration of the vessel walls. Endoluminal thrombi and fibrinoid necrosis of the arteriolar walls have also been described [29].

As previously reported, skin lesions are almost invariable associated with arthralgias, which often symmetrically involve the hands and knees. Weakness is nearly always present.

2.2. Kidney

Kidney involvement is a common feature of an immune-complex-mediated systemic vasculitis. Renal injury complicates MC in almost 30% of the cases and is present at the time of diagnosis in 20% [12, 30, 31]. In about 50% of the cases, renal failure follows an indolent course, whereas nephritic or nephrotic syndrome occurs in 14% and 21% of MC patients, respectively [32]. The most common clinical features are hypertension, proteinuria, microhematuria, and red blood cell casts. A definitive cryoglobulinemic glomerulonephritis evolves into chronic renal failure in 14% of patients after a mean follow-up of 6 years [33].

Although kidney involvement is a common feature of systemic vasculitis, cryoglobulinemic nephropathy is considered a distinct clinical and pathological entity and the etiological role of HCV in the disease has been extensively investigated [34]. Type I membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis is predominantly associated with HCV infection [35, 36]. Light microscopy
of biopsy samples shows a pronounced glomerular lobulation with a diffuse thickening of the glomerular capillary walls and a monocytic infiltration. PAS-positive hyaline thrombi may be observed inside capillary lumina [35, 37]. The mechanism of HCV-induced renal damage is unclear. However, HCV core protein has been detected in a homogeneous distribution along the glomerular capillary wall and tubulo-interstitial blood vessels [38] in association with an anti-core activity, suggesting a major role for these immune complexes in the pathogenesis of renal damage [39].

2.3. Nervous system

The involvement of the nervous system in the course of HCV-related MC ranges from 17% to 60% [40]. In some cases, however, peripheral neuropathy is the first clinical sign of cryoglobulinemia [41]. Peripheral nervous system involvement may complicate MC by causing a sensory-motor neuropathy, especially of the lower limbs, with paresthesias as well as loss of strength, pain, and burning sensations [42]. Central nervous system involvement, characterized by transient dysarthria, hemiplegia, and confusional state, is less frequently seen [43].
2.4. Liver

As HCV infection represents the underlying condition characterizing MC, the liver is involved in almost 70% of cases. In the majority, the clinical picture consists of a chronic hepatitis with the histopathologic features of chronic active hepatitis, potentially leading to cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma [7, 44].

2.5. Gastroenteric and pulmonary systems

Gastrointestinal and pulmonary involvement are less common, occurring in 2–6% and 5% of cases, respectively. Intestinal ischemia may arise, with acute abdominal pain. Intestinal perforation and symptoms that mimic cholecystitis and/or pancreatitis have also been described [45].

Lung involvement in MC is characterized by interstitial pneumopathy; these patients typically present with dyspnea and dry cough. An acute alveolar hemorrhage with hemoptysis, respiratory failure, and a radiologic demonstration of multiple infiltrates occurs only rarely [46, 47].

2.6. Classification of cryoglobulinemic vasculitis

Currently, there are no commonly accepted classification criteria for cryoglobulinemic vasculitis, even if accurate diagnosis and staging are crucial in order to establish a more precise clinical and therapeutic approach to this multifaceted disease. Recently, the Italian Study Group on Cryoglobulinemia (GISC) proposed preliminary classification criteria for cryoglobulinemic vasculitis [48]. Drawing on other classification systems designed to assess autoimmune diseases such as Sjögren’s syndrome, the preliminary criteria for the classification of cryoglobulinemic vasculitis include a questionnaire as well as clinical and laboratory parameters. This approach yields good sensitivity and sensibility but it remains to be formally validated.

3. Pathogenesis of HCV-induced MC

For many years, an infectious agent was thought to be the etiologic factor underlying MC. This hypothesis gained significant support from the study of Meltzer and Franklin [18], in which the pathogenetic role of a hepatotropic virus was suggested. Levo et al. [49] proposed hepatitis B virus as the causative agent but this was ruled out because HBV viremia was rarely observed in MC patients and anti-HBV antibody expression varies widely among different MC populations. Currently, HBV is considered as a causative agent of MC only in about 5% of cases [50].

In the early 1990s, after the identification of HCV as the major etiologic agent of non-A, non-B hepatitis, several authors reported the high prevalence of anti-HCV antibodies in MC patients [9, 51]. This correlation was subsequently confirmed by the detection of HCV genomic sequences, especially in the cryoprecipitates versus the corresponding supernatants [10].
addition, HCV-related proteins were demonstrated in the liver, skin, and kidneys of MC patients [29, 38] as well as in their lymph nodes and circulating CD34+ hematopoietic progenitor cells [52, 53].

The intrinsic mechanism by which HCV promotes cryoglobulin production remains unclear. Viral persistence may provide a continuous stimulus for the host immune system, which is unable to synthesize neutralizing antibodies [54, 55]. According to this scheme, cryoglobulins may be considered the result of these interactions and the presence of IgM molecules with RF activity a crucial event in the cryoprecipitating process [12]. These IgM molecules are almost always associated with light chain 17.109 and heavy chain G6 [56] cross-idiotypes, considered to be the product of a restricted expression of germline genes [24]. In the course of chronic HCV infection, the IgM-17.109 RF immune complexes bind anti-HCV IgG [57]. Among viral antigens, core protein plays a crucial role in cryoglobulin formation as it is the relevant ligand for IgG (Figure 2) [39].

Figure 2. Serum cryoprecipitation at low temperature (+4°C) in a Wintrobe’s tube. Cryoprecipitating immune complexes are typified by IgM-RF, which binds IgG with anti-HCV specificity. Of crucial importance is the role of complement fractions such as C1q.

The interaction between HCV and lymphocytes results in the modulation of cell functions. In particular, the in vivo activation and expansion of CD5-positive B cells is considered the major source of IgM RF molecules in type III MC [58, 59]. It has been postulated that the initial activation of these cells is followed by the emergence of a dominant clone that synthesizes a monoclonal RF, resulting in the development of type II MC after a transition phase in which an IgM clonal heterogeneity reflects a type II–type III variant [22]. In the peripheral blood of a subset of HCV-positive patients with MC, a clonal expansion of IgM⁺CD27⁺ B cells expressing hyper-mutated RF-like Ig has been demonstrated in association with V_{H}1-69/J_{H}4 and V_{H}1 3-20
gene segment restriction [60]. These findings have been interpreted as a B-cell proliferation induced by specific antigen stimulation, thus sustaining the notion that persistent B-cell stimulation is a first step in the malignant evolution of MC [61].

An important role in the nature of cryoprecipitating immune complexes is played by the complement system. Generally, complement binding reduces the size of immune complexes, thus maintaining them in solution [62]. In the sera of MC patients, two different compartments can be identified in which C3 and C4 fractions are present in larger amounts in the soluble phase but are barely detectable in cryoprecipitates [12]. By contrast, C1q protein and C1q binding activity are significantly enriched in cryoprecipitates [39]. These data support the hypothesis that an efficient engagement of C1q protein by cryoglobulins is a crucial factor in the pathogenesis of MC (Figure 2).

The receptor for the globular domain of C1q (gC1q-R) directly interacts with HCV core protein, thereby altering host T- and B-cell immunity. Specifically, the gC1q-R/HCV core protein interaction has been shown to modulate T-cell immune responses whereas circulating HCV core protein engagement with gC1q-R expressed on the surface of B-lymphocytes allows the virus to directly affect host immunity [63-65]. The widespread expression of gC1q-R on the surface of circulating blood immunocytes and endothelial cells may determine specific binding to HCV core protein containing immune complexes. Moreover, it was recently demonstrated that higher levels of soluble gC1q-R reflect a higher specific mRNA expression by the blood mononuclear cells of MC patients [66]. Soluble gC1q-R was shown to circulate as a complexed form containing both C1q and HCV core protein binding to two different sites of the molecule.

Serum C4d protein levels were found to be lower in MC patients than in either chronic HCV carriers or healthy subjects [66]. C4d is a low molecular weight fragment derived from the cleavage of C4 complement fraction as part of the classical pathway of complement activation. Deposits of the protein are present in almost all skin biopsy samples of patients with cryoglobulinemic vasculitis, suggesting that low circulating C4d levels are derived from sequestered fragments in the vascular bed.

HCV core protein, in the presence of high levels of circulating gC1q-R, can exacerbate the inflammatory state by activating the complement cascade, thus determining endothelial cell activation and initiating an in situ inflammatory response. From a biological point of view, the clinical response to antiviral therapy consists of a significant reduction in soluble gC1q-R in association with increased levels of C4d and a lower viral load [66].

4. Clinical outcome

Cryoglobulinemic syndrome (CS) is a systemic vasculitis that changes the clinical outcome of HCV-infected patients but its long-term impact on the course of HCV infection has not been assessed. In 2004, Ferri et al. reported a significantly lower cumulative 10-year survival from the time of diagnosis in their series of 231 cryoglobulinemic patients age and sex-matched with individuals from the general population [41]. Other factors recognized as associated with a poor prognosis are renal involvement, widespread vasculitis, and infectious processes [67, 68].
Recently, we completed a prospective study of a cohort of 950 chronically HCV-infected patients who were referred to our department over a period of about 15 years starting from 1990. MC was determined in 246 patients (28%), 184 (74.8%) of whom also had cryoglobulinaemic vasculitis. The rate of progression of liver fibrosis was lower in patients with CS than in those without but the probability of developing cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma was higher in the latter group (24.9% vs. 14.2%, \( p < 0.005 \) and 20.3% vs. 7.5%, \( p = 0.003 \), respectively). Extrahepatic complications such as renal failure, neurological impairment, and the evolution to a B-cell malignancy were more frequent in patients with CS than in those without (32.6% vs. 3%, \( p < 0.0001 \); 31.2% vs. 4.8%, \( p < 0.0001 \) and 15% vs. 7.1%, \( p = 0.003 \), respectively; unpublished data, manuscript submitted). However, the 15-year survival rate was similar in HCV-infected patients with or without CS, despite differences in morbidity and causes of death (70.2% vs. 71.7%).

5. Therapy

In the pre-HCV era, the management of MC was conventionally based on the use of corticosteroids and immunosuppressive drugs such as cyclophosphamide, with the aim of preventing irreversible organ failure, reducing pain, and improving patients’ quality of life. In 1987, recombinant IFN-α was empirically tested in seven patients with “essential” MC [69]. With the subsequent demonstration of the pathogenetic role of HCV [11], IFN-α became a rational therapeutic strategy. The introduction of pegylated IFN-α and subsequently of ribavirin changed the therapeutic scenario for chronic hepatitis C, by increasing the virological response [70-72]. This combination was shown to also be remarkably effective in HCV-related MC, resulting in a complete clinical response and a sustained virological response (SVR) in 78% of the patients [73]. In addition, serum levels of C3 and C4 complement fractions normalized in 80% of the treated patients and cryoglobulins disappeared in 56%. However, even if antiviral treatment results in a resolution of the vasculitis, for patients with neuropathy or glomerulonephritis there is no or only partial improvement, suggesting that the clinical outcome is conditioned by factors other than the virus [12].

Extra-hepatic manifestations of chronic HCV infection such as MC are characterized by B-cell clonal expansions (including RF-synthesizing B-cells) [12, 74-76], which have been demonstrated in at least three different compartments, namely, liver, bone marrow, and the circulation. Consequently, the deletion of B-cell clonalities may provide a further approach to the treatment of MC. It is well known that CD20 antigen, a transmembrane protein, is selectively expressed on pre-B and mature lymphocytes and that CD20-positive cells are greatly expanded and activated in patients with MC [77, 78].

On the basis of the demonstrated effectiveness of Rituximab (RTX), a chimeric monoclonal antibody specifically directed at CD20 antigen, in autoimmune and lymphoproliferative disorders [79-81], its use seemed logical in the treatment of HCV-related MC in patients refractory to, or relapsing after, conventional antiviral therapy. Indeed, RTX was shown to be effective, safe, and well tolerated in MC patients, both in those resistant to previous treatments.
and in those with recurrent disease [82, 83]. Thus, several papers subsequently addressed the issue of using RTX in this setting, either alone or in combination with steroids [84, 85].

Since an increased viremia has been frequently reported in responsive patients, we proposed a triple therapeutic approach (pIFN-α plus RBV plus RTX), designated with the acronym PIRR [86]. This drug combination was administered to 22 HCV-positive MC patients whereas 15 additional patients with the same pathology received pIFN-α plus RBV with the exclusion of RTX. All patients were followed for 36 months from the end of treatment. A complete response was determined in 54.5% of the patients treated with PIRR, but in only 33.3% of those on pIFN-α plus RBV without RTX (p<0.05). Even more interesting were the observations that: a) in the large majority (83.3%) of the responders in the PIRR-treated group, B-cell populations in the liver, bone marrow, and peripheral blood compartments underwent a conversion from oligoclonal to polyclonal; b) CR was maintained in all patients in the PIRR group throughout the follow-up period whereas this was the case in only 40% of those in the control group. However, whether RTX should be administered to patients with cryoglobulinemic vasculitis as first- or second-line therapy remains to be established [87].

Of particular interest are MC patients who do not achieve a SVR and those in whom there is continuous cryoglobulin production despite viral eradication. In the former, the use of the new direct-acting antivirals (DAAs) such as Telaprevir or Boceprevir (recently approved by the FDA for the treatment of HCV genotype 1 chronic infection) may offer a further therapeutic option [88]. The persistence of MC vasculitis in patients achieving a SVR represents an emerging picture following antiviral and B-cell-depleting combined therapies [89, 90]. In these patients differences in the immunochemical structure of circulating immune-complexes may be postulated and the use of corticosteroids, cyclophosphamide, RTX, or novel anti-CD20 monoclonal antibodies such as Ofatumomab may be considered as alternative therapeutic options [91]. Therapeutic apheresis is a palliative procedure that can be extremely useful for the treatment of severe, life-threatening vasculitis [87] as well as for chronic leg ulcers in patients resistant to other therapies [92].

Additional therapeutic approaches to MC, including the tyrosine kinase inhibitor imatinib and anti-angiogenic drugs such as thalidomide, bortezomib (a proteasome inhibitor), and IL-2 have been proposed but their therapeutic effectiveness in patients with MC remains to be determined in controlled studies [93, 94].

6. HCV infection and malignant lymphoproliferation

About 15% of all human tumors are of viral origin. The percentage of virus-related cancer is three-fold higher in developing than in developed countries, reflecting the higher prevalence of infection with oncogenic viruses rather than exposure to tumor-enhancing co-factors [95]. The pathogenetic role of some viruses in human tumors has been clearly described. This is the case for Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), which is etiologically linked to Burkitt’s lymphoma and probably other tumors [96]. Other such viruses include human papillomavirus (HPV), associated with cervical, ano-genital, skin and head and neck cancers [97]; human T-cell
leukemia virus type 1 (HTLV-1), which causes adult T-cell leukemia [98]; and human herpes virus type 8 (HHV-8), which may be involved in Kaposi’s sarcoma, primary effusion lymphoma, and multicentric Castelman’s disease [99].

Among hepatotropic viruses, the role of both hepatitis B (HBV) and hepatitis C (HCV) viruses in the etiopathogenesis of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is well defined, although HBV and HCV-induced cancerogenesis proceeds by quite different mechanisms. For HCV, initial observations regarding the causative association between infection with the virus and NHL [100] were subsequently confirmed in a large number of studies [101, 102]. In a meta-analysis evaluating 15 studies [103], the relative risk (RR) of all NHL among HCV-positive patients was 2.5, with a 95% confidence interval (CI) considering case control studies, and a RR of 2.0 (95% CI) in cohort studies. Early studies reported the prevalence of extranodal NHLs and histotypes such as lymphoplasmacytic lymphomas in HCV-positive patients. These findings can be ascribed to the occurrence of malignant lymphomas in HCV-positive patients with other low-grade lymphoproliferative disorders such as MC (Figure 3) [104].

Currently, there are no clear differences concerning the association between HCV and major histologic B-cell NHL subtypes such as diffuse large B-cell (DLBC), follicular, marginal zone, and chronic lymphocytic leukemia/small lymphocytic lymphomas [105]. However, lymphoma
subtypes that do not originate from germinal center or post-germinal center B-cells, such as mantle cell (MC)-NHL, Burkitt’s lymphoma, T-cell lymphoma, and Hodgkin’s lymphoma, have not been consistently linked to HCV infection [106]. This finding is in line with the notion that the proliferation of specific B-cell clones following chronic antigenic stimulation is the mechanism that drives the determination of NHL subtypes.

7. Clinical and histopathological features of HCV-associated NHLs

As previously stated, both clinical and biological observations strongly suggest a role for HCV in a variety of extrahepatic disorders, including dermatologic, hematologic, endocrinologic, and autoimmune diseases. Of interest here is the striking association between HCV infection and MC, which has been convincingly demonstrated. However, MC can also develop as an indolent B-cell lymphoproliferative disorder, with a potentially malignant evolution [12]. In a long-term analysis, progression to NHL was demonstrated in 5–10% of HCV-infected patients. Symptoms indicative of progression are usually mild and comprise an expanding spectrum of autoimmune phenomena, including hemolytic anemia, thrombocytopenia, and granulocytopenia [107-109].

It has been calculated that about 13% of patients with B-NHLs are HCV-positive [110] and that about 10% of patients with HCV-associated MC will develop a B-NHL within the following ten years [111]. Two different subsets of HCV-associated B-cell NHLs can be distinguished, presenting as distinct clinical and pathological entities. The first is a low-grade NHL evolving from MC, with possible bone marrow involvement and further evolution into an aggressive phenotype. The second is an aggressive NHL without an underlying MC and with bone marrow involvement [100, 107].

A peculiar feature of HCV-associated lymphomas is the extranodal involvement, with the liver, salivary glands, bone marrow, and spleen most often affected [112]. The most common histotypes are marginal zone lymphomas, lymphoplasmacytic lymphomas, and DLBC lymphomas [113]. Splenic marginal zone lymphoma in particular seems to have a high prevalence in HCV-infected patients with MC [114]. In addition, follicular and MC lymphomas may also be associated with HCV infection [113], as can MALT lymphoma, in which HCV is detected in about 35% of the non-gastric forms of these tumors [115].

8. Pathogenesis of HCV-associated NHLs

The chronic persistence of HCV provides a continuous stimulus for the host immune system sustaining B-cell clonal expansions [15]. Thus, the monoclonal IgM RF synthesis that characterizes MC can be ascribed to the expression of one such single dominant clone [22, 59]. Accordingly, the capacity of HCV to directly modulate B- and T-cell function [116] can be considered as one of the necessary criteria needed to define HCV as an etiologic factor in lymphomagenesis.
Among the different cell-surface receptors that have been described as possible binding sites for HCV [117, 118], the most well-studied is CD81, a tetraspanin present on the surface of B-lymphocytes (Figure 4) [119].

![Figure 4. Schematic representation of the interactions between HCV and B cells. CD81, which binds E2 protein, is the best-studied cellular receptor. Active HCV replication in B-lymphocytes, in addition to continuous stimulation of the host immune system, may lead to a "B-cell deregulation," which eventually gives rise to oligo/monoclonal expansions. Clinical evolution into autoimmune disease or monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) as well as frank lymphoma may be conditioned by other factors, either alone or in combination, e.g., active viral replication, viral protein interactions, cytokines, the host immune response, and genetic factors.](image)

Interestingly, a higher cell-associated viral load due to the enrichment of HCV RNA in circulating lymphocytes has been demonstrated in cryoglobulinemic patients [77] and appears to reflect either a higher receptor density on the cell surface or the polymorphism of receptor genes [120-122].

In addition, a direct stimulus for lymphocyte proliferation can be provided by direct infection with HCV and active replication of the virus inside B-cells [123], further evidence that HCV is an oncogenic virus. Since HCV is a single-stranded RNA virus with an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, detection of the viral RNA minus strand is the only molecular marker of an active viral replication whereas detection of the plus strand RNA may be the result of passive cellular contamination by circulating virions. A direct correlation between active HCV infection of B cells and MC was established using a highly specific and sensitive method for HCV RNA minus strand detection [124]. These results demonstrated the lymphotropism of HCV, in which peripheral blood lymphocytes are another productive compartment of HCV infection in addition to serving as a circulating reservoir of the virus (Figure 4) [125].
A distinguishing feature seen in cryoglobulinemic patients is the presence of clonally expanded, RF-synthesizing B-cells [126]. By means of PCR amplification techniques, immunoglobulin variable region (IgV) genomic sequences, as a molecular marker of B cell progeny, were analyzed, providing evidence of an antigen-driven B cell clonal expansion. Heavy- and light-chain IgV gene analysis indicated a high mutation rate as usually occurs from a germinal or post-germinal center origin [127]. Little is known about the viral antigens capable of inducing this clonal expansion and no viral protein identified thus far seems to be a specific ligand for the B-cell receptor [128]. All expanded B-cell clones characterized by the somatic hypermutation of IgV genes seem capable of recognizing a single epitope, suggesting that they arise from a pool of cells selected for non-self antigens, probably in the course of a germinal center reaction [127]. Interestingly, many expanded B-cell clones display a complementarity determining region-3 (CDR-3) resembling CDR-3 of rheumatoid factor (RF CDR-3), suggesting that they derive from autoimmune-oriented precursors with anti-IgG specificity.

B-cell proliferation is characterized by a continuous rearrangement of IgV genes that gives rise to different mutants. PCR amplification of the VDJ region identifies the unique combinations of N regions with DH and JH regions that can be considered as a clonal marker of cellular progeny. This method was used to show that B-cell clonal expansions are present in the liver tissue, rather than in the blood and bone marrow compartments, of almost 90% of HCV-positive MC patients [126]. The detection of inflammatory infiltrates of the portal tracts resembling follicle-like structures with a functionally active germinal center is a diagnostic feature of liver biopsies from patients chronically infected with HCV [129, 130]. In addition, the VDJ patterns determined in these patients show oligoclonality or monoclonality, thus demonstrating that intrahepatic B cell expansions derive from a few cells or a single cell; moreover, each focus may derive from a different B-cell, resulting in the development of unrelated clones [129, 130].

Intrahepatic B-cell clonal expansions are almost invariably associated with extrahepatic manifestations such as MC, high serum levels of RF activity, monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance, and B-cell malignancy. Sequence analyses of the IgH CDR-3 gene segments of intraportal B-cell clonalities revealed a wide range of variations, suggesting that they are also the result of an antigen-driven response [131]. Accordingly, it can be inferred that B-cell clones begin to expand in the liver as the result of an IgH-VDJ upregulated mutational activity, with subsequent migration of the cells to the peripheral blood and bone marrow [74].

Given that the liver is not only the primary target of HCV infection but also the main site of inflammation, B-cell recruitment and expansion, identification of the factor(s) contributing to the establishment and progression of this complex clinical spectrum is of crucial importance. In this context, research focused on the molecules capable of prolonging B-cell survival is particularly relevant. Among the compounds identified thus far, B-cell activating factor (BAFF), a chemokine belonging to the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) family, seems to play an important role in B-cell survival [30]. The most important effect of BAFF is probably the inhibition of B-cell apoptosis. BAFF expression was shown to be higher in the intraportal lymphoid aggregates and skin tissue of cryoglobulinemic patients. Synthesis is thought to start in inflammatory sites such as the liver and skin and then arise the circle [132].
One of the most important anti-apoptotic factors is Bcl-2 protein. Its upregulation due to t(14; 18) chromosomal translocation, is a specific feature of follicular B-NHLs and it also has been described in cryoglobulinemic patients [133]. However, in an our previous study, Bcl-2/IgH amplification was not detected in intraportal inflammatory infiltrates isolated from HCV-positive patients by means of laser microdissection of liver biopsy tissue [134], suggesting that heavy chain Ig gene rearrangement is not associated with Bcl-2/IgH chromosomal translocation in the liver compartment. This discrepancy could reflect ethnic and/or environmental factors in that Bcl-2/IgH rearrangement is less common in the Mediterranean region than in northern Europe [134]. Alternatively, in non-neoplastic conditions such as MC, Bcl-2/IgH rearrangement could be a transient effect due to the persistence of viral infection [134].

Activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) is an enzyme involved in the degradation of pyrimidine nucleotides. It is also essential for somatic hypermutation and class-switching recombination of immunoglobulin genes in B-cells [135]. Some studies have proposed a pathogenetic role of AID in B-cell lymphomagenesis, in particular during the initiation and progression of B-NHL because a deregulation in either of these two processes can determine a chromosomal translocation and/or an aberrant somatic hypermutation, two of the main causes of B-NHL-associated genetic accidents [136, 137]. It has been postulated that AID is triggered by HCV core protein in human hepatocytes via NFkB activation (Figure 5) [138].

Together, these data support epidemiological observations of an association between HCV chronic infection and B-NHL. Nonetheless, further studies will be necessary to better evaluate the pathogenetic mechanisms and optimize the therapeutic approaches.
9. HCV related NHLs: Therapeutic opportunities

As previously described, HCV chronic infection may well be a risk factor for the development of “indolent” lymphoproliferative disease such as MC as well as for frank B-cell NHL, albeit with a wide geographical variability.

The induction of a SVR following an effective antiviral therapy with pegylated interferon plus ribavirin should exert a preventive effect on lymphomagenesis in patients chronically infected with HCV [139]. In addition, based on the observation of gastric MALT lymphoma regression after the eradication of *H. pylori* infection, antiviral therapy should induce the regression of NHL.

The efficacy of antiviral therapy was described by Hermine et al. [140] in patients with villous lymphocytes splenic lymphoma, with complete remission achieved in eight of the nine HCV-positive patients. Further studies confirmed these data. In a systematic review by Gisbert et al. [141], about 75% of HCV-infected patients with a lymphoproliferative disorder achieved a complete remission following antiviral treatment.

Recently, Arcaini et al. assessed the role of antiviral therapy in HCV-associated indolent B-cell lymphomas [142]. According to the WHO classification, indolent lymphomas are poorly symptomatic diseases belonging to low-grade lymphoma [143]. They include follicular lymphoma, small lymphocytic lymphoma, marginal zone lymphomas, splenic marginal zone lymphoma, primary nodal marginal zone lymphoma, extranodal marginal zone lymphoma of mucosa-associated tissue (MALT), and lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma. In almost all such patients a hematologic response was obtained subsequent to the virological response, reinforcing the evidence for a causative link between HCV and lymphomas [142]. Further studies will be necessary to establish the efficacy of novel direct antiviral agents, such as boceprevir and telaprevir, which increase SVR rates in genotype 1 HCV infection while also increasing the hematologic response rate of patients with more resistant infection. On the basis of therapeutic regimens for HCV-associated MC that consist of a combination of RTX and antiviral therapy [86, 144] a similar approach may be successful also in HCV patients with indolent B-cell lymphomas.

The use of antiviral therapy in patients with HCV-positive aggressive B-cell lymphomas such as DLBCL and mantle cell lymphomas appears to be less effective. This lack of a response may be related to the antigen-independent phase of lymphomagenesis, in which malignant evolution occurs irrespective of viral persistence. These lymphomas require an adequate chemotherapy with or without RTX, even if the development of hepatitis flares has been described [145]. However, there are also some papers showing a clinical remission of DLBCL [146] and mantle cell lymphoma [147] after antiviral therapy. While a combination of antiviral therapy and immunochemotherapy has been proposed to prevent or treat hepatitis flares [148], combination therapy consisting of interferon plus ribavirin usually results in an increased hematologic toxicity, as previously reported [149]. A more interesting strategy may be a sequential schedule consisting of immune-chemotherapy followed by pegylated interferon plus ribavirin. The aim is to induce a SVR in patients obtaining a complete remission of their
lymphoma after chemotherapy, in order to prevent hepatitis reactivation and to achieve long-term control of their NHL [150], effectively and with good tolerance. However, this approach needs further validation in larger prospective studies.

10. Conclusions

HCV infection should not be considered as a major cause only of liver disease; instead, several different biological compartments are involved. In particular, B-lymphocytes are an important site in which HCV may actively replicate, thereby serving as a viral reservoir.

Viral persistence represents a continuous stimulus for the host immune system, leading to B-cell selection and clonal expansion as evidenced by the synthesis of IgM autoantibodies with RF activity (IgM-RF), which characterizes MC. This process seems to occur in a microenvironment such as that provided by intraportal lymphoid follicles due to distinct selection events probably supported by cytokine signaling, thereby sustaining B-cell activation and proliferation. The unique clinical features of MC are the result of the biological activities of the immune complexes constituted by IgM-RF, anti-HCV IgG, viral antigens, and complement fractions. Of particular interest is the role played by C1q and the globular domain of the C1q receptor (gC1q-R), which, in combination with viral proteins such as core protein, modulates immune complex deposition in the vascular bed, leading to cryoglobulinemic vasculitis. The involvement of viral proteins also has been suggested for B-cell proliferation.

Thus, MC may be considered a low-grade, indolent, benign lymphoproliferative disease reflecting an antigen-dependent B-cell clonal expansion with potential evolution into a malignant phenotype. HCV-related malignant NHLs may accordingly derive from a benign lymphoproliferation such as MC and usually occur as low grade/indolent lymphomas but, over time, their phenotypes may become more aggressive. Alternatively, they may arise directly, often involving extranodal sites, with an indolent phenotype similar to that of MALT lymphomas or as highly aggressive lymphomas.

The definition of HCV as an etiologic agent in both benign and malignant lymphoproliferations suggests the efficacy of antiviral therapy both in MC and in NHLs. The combination of antiviral therapy with B-cell depletion, with its ability to induce long-term clinical, immunologic, and virologic remission, may be considered the standard of care for cryoglobulinemic vasculitis. In addition, a clinical remission of low-grade NHLs after antiviral treatments has also been described. These results confirm the pathogenetic role of HCV in lymphoproliferative diseases and offer new therapeutic options even if further studies are mandatory. Antiviral therapy may also have a role in high grade NHLs in which the pathogenetic process can be considered antigen-independent. In these patients, who require immune-chemotherapy, antiviral treatment may be useful in preventing hepatitis flares as well as NHL relapse if a SVR is obtained.

In conclusion, HCV infection should be considered a multifaceted disease, with a potentially malignant evolution involving not only the liver compartment (i.e., hepatocellular carcinoma),
but also other targets, such as lymphoid tissue. However, there are several further aspects that need to be clarified regarding the pathogenetic mechanisms of HCV-induced lymphomagenesis. In this regard, an evaluation of the impact of new direct antiviral agents as well as novel target-therapies inducing B-cell depletion will be of great interest in the prevention of HCV-related malignancies.
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